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a b s t r a c t

Despite their prevalence in second language (L2) writing classrooms, prewriting discus-
sions have not been widely investigated in terms of their relationship to students' written
texts. Furthermore, students' preferences for individual or collaborative work have not
been considered in terms of their potential impact on the quality of either prewriting tasks
or written texts. The current study investigates the relationships among students' pref-
erences for collaboration, the format of prewriting tasks (collaborative or individual) and
student text quality in an English for Academic Purposes (EAP) course (N ¼ 21). The stu-
dents carried out three collaborative and three individual prewriting tasks, submitted six
written texts, and completed a questionnaire about their learning preferences. Analysis of
two focal participants with divergent preferences for collaboration revealed that the
collaboratively-oriented student reflected more on content during the collaborative dis-
cussions than the individually-oriented student. However, the individually-oriented stu-
dents did not engage in more reflection during individual prewriting tasks. In addition, the
texts both students produced after collaborative prewriting discussions received higher
ratings than the texts they wrote after individual prewriting tasks. The findings suggest
that collaborative prewriting may be beneficial for text quality, even for students who
prefer to work individually.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Collaborative writing activities have received increased attention in second language (L2) writing research in recent years
fueled by their sound theoretical basis and a body of empirical research that supports their effectiveness at promotingwriting
development (see Storch, 2013 for a recent overview). From the perspective of sociocultural theory, collaborative writing
tasks can help learners perform beyond their individual abilities through the help of an expert who scaffolds their perfor-
mance (Vygotsky, 1978). Although the expert is often conceived of as the instructor, researchers have argued that peers can
take on the role of expert and scaffold each other when co-constructing written texts in English. Empirical studies have found
that co-constructed texts are linguistically more accurate, more complex, and contain more relevant ideas for a given
assignment than the texts written by individual students (Storch, 2005; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2007; Wigglesworth &
Storch, 2009, 2012).

Despite these benefits of collaborative writing, instructors may be reluctant to implement collaborative writing tasks
due to the fact that pairs require up to twice the amount of time to complete the same writing task compared to individuals
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(Storch, 2005). In many writing courses, especially in an English for Academic Purposes (EAP) context in tertiary educa-
tional settings, instructors simply do not have sufficient instructional hours to set aside class time for collaborative writing.
Another potential problem with the use of collaborative writing tasks in EAP contexts concerns the reliability, validity and
fairness of group assessment (Kagan, 1995). In other words, it is difficult for instructors to determine how and how much
each individual student contributed to a collaborative writing task (Johnston & Miles, 2004; Strauss, 2007). This is an
important concern in EAP settings where course grades count towards students' degrees and may be integrated into their
grade point averages in the North American system, for example. Because this is often not the case in pre-university
intensive English programs, concerns with the assessment of collaborative writing tasks may be less important in those
contexts.

An alternative activity that may harness some of the benefits of working collaboratively but simultaneously addresses EAP
instructors' assessment concerns is collaborative prewriting tasks. Little L2writing research has focused on the effect of planning
onwriting performance, and the few studies that have done so have investigated individual rather than collaborative planning
(Ellis & Yuan, 2004; Kroll, 1990; Ojima, 2006). A few studies, however, have investigated collaborative planning in L1 and L2
writing by comparing different prewriting conditions. These studies found that student-led discussions in L1writing classrooms
led to better text comprehension (Sweigart, 1991), but in L2 contexts there were no advantages for student-led discussions
compared to teacher-leddiscussionsornoprewritingactivities (Shi,1998).Other studieshaveexplored thenatureof collaborative
prewriting discussions and their impact on individually-written texts in L1 (Higgins, Flower, & Petraglia, 1992) and L2 writing
classrooms (Neumann &McDonough, 2014). Both studies found that structured prewriting tasks encourage students to engage
with others' ideas and elicit reflective comments about the content and organization of texts. However, both studies found a
tenuous link between the quality of the collaborative prewriting discussion and the quality of the individually produced texts.

Another important consideration in the use of prewriting tasks is whether EAP students have a preference for individual or
collaborative work. This preference for individual or group work is one of the dimensions identified in measures of students
learning style preference (e.g., Dunn, Dunn,& Price, 1975, 1991; Griffiths, 2012; Oxford, 1993 in Reid, 1995; Reid, 1984 in Reid,
1995). Although research on learning style preference has not identified a “best” learning style or uncovered clear links
between learning style preferences and success (e.g., Bailey, Onwuegbuzie,&Daley, 2000; D€ornyei, 2005; Ellis,1994; Griffiths,
2012), instructors need to consider that students in a certain course will have a variety of learning styles (D€ornyei, 2005; Nel,
2008; Zhou, 2011). Both Griffiths (2012) and Nel (2008) argue that teachers cannot ignore students' preferences; instead,
students should be given the opportunity to work in a style that suits their individual preferences (Griffiths, 2012; Kinsella,
1995; Nel, 2008; Pritchard, 2009). Some L2 writing researchers (e.g., Storch, 2002a; Watanabe& Swain, 2007) agree with this
point of view and reason that students should be allowed to work according to their preference and choose whether they
would like toworkwith a partner or alone, although themajority of students feels generally positive about collaborating with
their peers on a writing task (Elola & Oskoz, 2010; Fern�andez Dobao, 2012; Fern�andez Dobao & Blum, 2013; Shehadeh, 2011;
Storch, 2005). Nevertheless, most studies investigating collaborative tasks oblige all students in the study to work collabo-
ratively (e.g., Fern�andez Dobao, 2012; Fern�andez Dobao & Blum, 2013; Neumann & McDonough, 2014; Shehadeh, 2011;
Storch, 2008; Wigglesworth & Storch, 2009), and only some researchers allow students to choose whether they prefer to
work collaboratively or individually according to their preference (e.g., Storch, 2005, 2007; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2007).

In sum, whereas previous research has found that students in general have positive attitudes towards collaborative tasks,
there is also evidence that some students prefer to work alone when given the choice (Storch, 2005, 2007; Storch &
Wigglesworth, 2007). This raises the question as to whether text quality is impacted by the format of prewriting discus-
sions. It is possible that students write more effective texts when their preference for individual or collaborative prewriting
tasks is satisfied. Contributing to this area of investigation, the current study addresses the following research questions:

1. Does student preference for collaborative or individual work impact on their reflection on content during prewriting
tasks?

2. Does student preference for collaborative or individual prewriting tasks impact the quality of their written texts?

We expected that students would engage in more evaluation when the type of prewriting task matched their preference
for collaborative or individual work, and that text quality would be higher when students carried out prewriting tasks that
complemented their preference for collaborative or individual work. In order to address these questions in depth, we adopted
a descriptive approach involving two focal students in an EAP class.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

The focal participants were two international students who were enrolled in a six-credit, intensive EAP writing course
(two 2¾-hour classes per week for 13 weeks) taught by the first researcher. The course focuses on helping students develop
the language skills necessary to functionwell in an academic context through an integrated program of grammar, vocabulary,
reading andwriting. Each of the eleven units in the course beginswith a reading text that contextualizes the target vocabulary
followed by the review of certain grammatical structures and finishes with a theme-based writing task. Students often work
in pairs or small groups to discuss reading texts and compare answers to grammar or vocabulary exercises. All students in this
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course have already partially met the university's English language proficiency requirement by submitting a TOEFL iBT score
of at least 75 or equivalent but were required to take the first course in a two-level sequence of required EAP courses based on
their performance of an in-house placement test.

Potential focal participants were identified from the pool of 21 students who had agreed to participate in the study
using the following criteria: (a) completion of all six prewriting activities, (b) submission of all six paragraphs and
prewriting task handouts, (c) similar amount of previous English instruction, and (d) similar length of residence in
Canada. After potential candidates were identified, two focal participants were selected based on self-report data that
indicated either a collaborative or individual orientation. The self-report data was collected using a background ques-
tionnaire that solicited students' opinions about the helpfulness of collaborating with their peers. There were four Likert-
scale items (1 ¼ not helpful; 9 ¼ very helpful) for students to indicate how valuable it was to work with peers in order to
understand an assignment, audience, and purpose; brainstorm ideas; evaluate which ideas to write about; and organize
ideas into a prewriting plan. The mean rating for all four items (6.60, SD ¼ 1.22) was used to select two focal participants,
Rachel and Carlos,1 who showed different orientations toward collaboration. Whereas Rachel's mean rating for the four
items was 7.50, Carlos' mean rating was only 5.00. Both Rachel and Carlos were representative of the international
students in the course in terms of age, L1 background, length of previous instruction, and length of residence in Canada,
which differs from the profile of students who are permanent residents of Canada, who tend to be older (mid-20s to mid-
30s) and have resided in Canada for several years.

Rachel was a 20-year old student from China majoring in Business. She reported having studied English previously for 12
years, beginning in primary school when shewas eight years old. She had been in Canada for only twoweeks when the course
began. She self-rated her English proficiency on a 9-point Likert scale (1 ¼ poor, 9 ¼ fluent) as 5 for speaking, and 6 for
listening, reading, and writing. In terms of her English usage per week, she reported spending 40% of her time for speaking
and writing and 60% for listening and reading. Rachel used English at home 40% of the time and 80% at school, but did not
speak English at work because she did not have a job. On a Likert scale (1 ¼ not helpful/important, 9 ¼ very helpful/
important), Rachel rated peer collaboration as helpful (8) for evaluating which ideas to write about and organizing those
ideas, and believed that selecting relevant main and supporting ideas was an important area for her to improve over the
semester (7). In terms of her prior experience with pair and group activities, Rachel reported having engaged in group dis-
cussions in her previous English courses and that these activities were useful for developing her speaking and cooperation
skills. In sum, Rachel showed a collaborative orientation.

Carlos was a 22-year old student from Brazil. He did not report his major, but he was enrolled in an undergraduate degree
program. He reported 11 years of prior English instruction, beginning when he was 11 years old. He had been in Canada for
only 8 days when the course began. He self-rated his English proficiency on a 9-point Likert scale (1¼ poor, 9¼ fluent) as 5 for
speaking, 7 for listening and reading, and 4 for writing. In terms of his English usage per week, he reported spending 50% of
his time for speaking and 70% for listening and reading, but only 20% for writing. Carlos did not use English at home or work,
but used it 90% of the time at school. On a Likert scale (1 ¼ not helpful/important, 9 ¼ very helpful/important) Carlos rated
peer collaboration as not very helpful (4) for evaluating which ideas to write about or organizing ideas (5), and he did not
believe that selecting relevant main and supporting ideas was an important area for improvement over the semester (5).
Although the questionnaire specifically asked about the students' previous experience with collaboration in L2 writing
classes, Carlos only reported having participated in group activities for conversation practice, which helped him develop his
listening skills. In sum, although Carlos had previously participated in group activities to improve his speaking and listening
skills, his orientation to L2 writing was individual.

Both focus participants worked in the same groups for the three collaborative prewriting tasks for the duration of the
semester. In both cases, the composition of these groups was mixed in terms of students' collaborative or individual orien-
tation. Rachel had both a collaboratively- and an individually-oriented peer as members of her group, and Carlos workedwith
one individually- and two collaboratively-oriented peers.

2.2. Materials

Based on the findings from previous research (Higgins et al., 1992; Neumann & McDonough, 2014; Shi, 1998), prewriting
discussion tasks were designed for six of the end-of-unit writing tasks that form part of the regular course curriculum, with an
equal number of collaborative and individual tasks. The three collaborative prewriting discussions followed the same basic
format: (a) statement of the writing topic, (b) Part 1 with instructions for the generation and evaluation of ideas for the
assignment, and (c) Part 2 with instructions for the selection and organization of ideas in preparation for writing the
assignment. Both Part 1 and 2were divided further into two subsections. In the first, students worked individually to generate
(Part 1) and select ideas (Part 2). Part 1 always encouraged students to review the related text or texts in the textbook and look
for relevant ideas as a starting point for the brainstorming process. This individual work was then followed by a group
discussion during which students shared their ideas for the writing (Part 1) with and presented their writing plan (Part 2) to
their groupmembers. For both parts, students were instructed to provide feedback on the quality of the ideas and the writing
plan to others in their group.
1 All names are pseudonyms.
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The individual versions of the prewriting tasks followed the basic format of the collaborative tasks as closely as possible
and therefore contained the same three aspects: (a) statement of thewriting topic, (b) Part 1with instructions to generate and
evaluate ideas for the writing task, and (c) Part 2 with instructions to select and organize ideas into a writing plan. The in-
dividual tasks differed in how the evaluation of ideas and writing plans proceeded. For the collaborative tasks, students
looked to their peers. For the individual tasks, students were instructed to evaluate their own ideas and writing plans using
the same criteria students were given for the collaborative tasks and asked to note down the strong and weak points of their
ideas and writing plans on the handout. This last aspect servedmainly the research purpose of obtaining a record of students'
thought processes that could be analyzed for the purposes of this study. Table 1 presents an overview of the topics for the six
writing assignments andwhether the prewriting tasks were collaborative or individual. Appendix A provides examples of one
collaborative and one individual prewriting discussion activity.

2.3. Procedure

For the three collaborative tasks, the instructor first distributed the handouts and explained the writing topic and the in-
structions for Parts 1 and 2 to the students. Students then formed self-selected groups of two to four students, and themajority
of students worked in the same groups for the three tasks. The groups thenworked through the individual section of Part 1 of
the task andmoved to the collaborative portion as soon as all groupmemberswere ready. Students continuedon toPart 2 of the
prewriting task when they determined they had concluded their discussion of Part 1. As for Part 1, groups determined
themselves how long they spent on the two sections of Part 2 of the prewriting tasks, but all groups spend about 20e30min on
all aspects of the task. For the three individual tasks, the procedure also startedwith the instructor's explanation of thewriting
topic and the instructions for Parts 1 and 2 after the handout had been distributed to the students. Then, however, the students
worked individually and independently through both sections of Parts 1 and 2. Students took about 15e20min to complete the
individual tasks. After having completed Parts 1 and 2 collaboratively or individually, students left class to complete the
assignment at home (topics 1e2) or started writing their texts in class (topics 3e6). When students wrote their texts in class,
they had 1 h to produce their text, but many did not require the whole time allotted. Reliable information about how long
students took to write their texts at home is not available. Students submitted their completed prewriting task handouts with
their texts, and the handouts were photocopied for analysis before being returned to the students.

2.4. Analysis

Research assistants transcribed and verified the audio-recordings of the collaborative prewriting discussions for Topics 1,
3, and 5, and the transcripts were analyzed to identify episodes in which students generated main ideas, supporting reasons,
and examples, which were referred to as content episodes. Each content episode had one main idea along with any reasons,
details, or examples. Transitions between content episodes typically occurred in the form of questions (okay, what else? so
what's the next one? any other ideas?) or suggestions (okay so we go to the next one). Following previous research (Higgins et al.,
1992), all content episodes were further classified as reflective (involving explicit evaluation, consideration of alternatives, or
justification) or non-reflective (having none of the features of reflective episodes).

For evaluative comments to be considered reflective, they had to bemore substantial than short responses (such as yeah or
good),which could simply function tomove the conversation forward. Evaluation also involved recognitionof a gaporpotential
problemwith the ideas that had been generated. Reflective comments thatwere a consideration of alternative plans involved a
critical choice or comparison among options and were often signaled by or and instead. However, simple lists of options that
were not discussed or explained at length were not coded as reflective. Lastly, reflective comments in the form of justification
involved explanation of ideas and reasoning and were marked linguistically by conjunctions such as because, so and since.

An example of a reflective content episode with justification is shown in (1), in which Aurora is explaining why family size
has decreased in China, but Rachel offers alternate reasons.

(1) Reflective content episode with justification
Table 1
Overview o

Topic

Overcom
Socializat
Collective
Education
Family liv
Vaccines
Aurora: And second one is the money because the people uh can uh because uh
Rachel: Raise of childrendthe child maybe spend a lot
Aurora: Yeah because they don't have enough money to pay the second one to let them grow in
f the prewriting discussions and writing topics.

Prewriting format Writing topic

ing obstacles Collaborative Describe a person from your life who experienced an obstacle, and how he/she overcame it.
ion Individual Explain how one factor (family, schooling, peers, or media) has most influenced you.
living Collaborative Explain whether the benefits of social living outweigh the costs for humans.

Individual Explain your opinion about home schooling.
ing Collaborative Discuss changes in family size (nuclear/extended or number of children)

Individual Compare and contrast human life before and after the invention of vaccines
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Rachel: I think it's because the education fee and tuition become more and more higher because maybe uh 20 years
ago uh you don't have to pay much money to go to school because the government afford that
Aurora: Uh
Rachel: But maybe now they have more and more private school and uh tuition fee is more and more expensive
In contrast to the reflective episode, (2) illustrates a non-reflective content episode in which Carlos and his peers were
generating ideas about the costs and benefits of collective living. Although the students are stating ideas and examples, they
are not engaging in any critical reflection of the ideas in the form of evaluation or proposing alternatives.

(2) Non-reflective content episode

Andrei: What are the costs?
Zia: Infections
Carlos: Competition
Zia: There's an example in the text that I think that not for the it's us the cost
Rafael: Yeah lion … difference lion what?
Zia: Pair of birds
Rafael: Yeah
Episodes in which students shared personal experiences related to the course themes that did not contain any evaluation,
alternative plans, justification, or an explicit link to the writing assignment were coded as non-reflective. Following a training
sessionwith the second researcher, which consisted of a review of the coding categories, practice coding, and discussion of coding
decisions,a researchassistantcodedall 19prewritingdiscussions. Thesecondresearchercodedasubsetof thedata (8/19 transcripts
or 42% of the data) and Cohen's kappawas .88. Disagreements were resolved through discussion and included in the analysis.

For the individual prewriting tasks, notes on students' handouts were analyzed to determine if the handout generated any
reflection as evidenced inwritten notes. Students had been instructed to evaluate their ideas and tomake notes on the strong
andweak points of their ideas and examples. The absence of any comments on the students' ideaswas coded as no reflection. A
simple checkmark or yes or no in the evaluative column on Part 1 of the prewritingworksheetwas coded as evaluative action. If
the student wrotemore than a simple checkmark or yes/no, this was coded as evaluative comment. After having developed this
coding scheme, both researchers coded all individual prewriting tasks independently, and Cohen's kappa was .99.

The students' written texts for all six assignments were rated by two trained raters using an analytical rating scale (see
Appendix B) with subscores for content, organization, grammar/vocabulary, and mechanics/form which had been adapted
from the EAP program's scale. The raters were trained by the first researcher using the benchmark papers employed for the
regular rater training session for the EAP program followed by practice ratings and a discussion of coding decisions. The two
raters independently rated all of the texts in the current study, and the two-way mixed average-measures intraclass corre-
lation coefficient for interrater reliability was .86. The mean of the four subscores assigned by the two raters for each text was
calculated, and these mean scores were used for subsequent analyses.

3. Results

The data from all 21 students who agreed to participate in the research was analyzed in order to contextualize the per-
formance of the two focal participants, but the results section focuses on the data from Rachel and Carlos. The first research
question asked whether student preference for collaborative or individual work impacted their reflection on ideas during
prewriting tasks. Table 2 provides the amount of reflection the two focal participants engaged in during the collaborative and
individual prewriting tasks. As predicted, Rachel, the collaboratively-oriented student, engaged in more reflection during
collaborative prewriting tasks than she did during individual prewriting tasks. Her peer group consistently engaged in more
reflective content episodes than the mean of the other students because of the reflective comments generated by Rachel
herself on her peers' ideas and vice versa. Furthermore, she hadmore reflective content episodes than Carlos, the individually-
oriented student, in his collaborative prewriting groups, as was expected. When she worked alone, Rachel engaged in only
one evaluative action across the three tasks, which is lower than the mean of the other students. Contrary to expectations,
Carlos did not engage in more reflection during the individual prewriting tasks than the collaborative ones. He did not take
y task type and topic.

Topic Coding category Carlos Rachel Other students
Mean (SD)

tive Overcoming obstacles Reflective content episodes 0 3 1.60 (1.14)
Collective living Reflective content episodes 2 10 3.50 (1.92)
Family living Reflective content episodes 0 6 2.00 (1.41)

l Socialization Evaluative action 0 1 1.46 (2.33)
Education Evaluative action 0 0 1.44 (2.12)
Vaccines Evaluative action 0 0 .05 (.23)
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any evaluative action during all three individual prewriting tasks, which was below the mean of the other students. Carlos'
tendency not to reflect was also apparent in the collaborative prewriting discussions, where his groups consistently had fewer
reflective content episodes than the mean of the other students. In brief, data from the two focal participants indicate that
students' preference for individual or collaborative work somewhat impacts the amount of reflection that students engage in.
Whereas Rachel clearly reflected more in her preferred working condition, Carlos did not engage in reflection regardless of
whether his preference was met. In other words, we found the expected relationship for the collaboratively-oriented student
but not for the individually-oriented student.

The groups that Carlos and Rachel worked in also functioned very differently, with Rachel's group having a greater ten-
dency for collaboration. In Rachel's group, the members often co-constructed ideas that could be used as a main idea or
support for thewriting assignment theywere preparing for. In episode (3) during the prewriting discussion for Topic 3, Rachel
started explaining her ideas about the benefits of social living for animals. Her partner Aurora then challenged Rachel to
extrapolate to humans and then actually herself explained how this idea might apply to humans. This idea was then further
supported by Rachel through a concrete example. The episode concluded with the two students working together to find the
best wording to express their idea.

(3) Co-construction of ideas

Rachel: Uh, maybe in our world, and some animals are tiny and small. Maybe they can … become a group and to
protect themself, like if, if… a, a lion can easye easy catch a deere a small deer, but if a group of deer… that maybe
…

Aurora: Ah, can get more big meat …
Rachel: Yeah they can get the power and stress to conflict with the …

Aurora: Yes, so you means is uh get the more benefit.
Rachel: Yeah. This is the benefit to protect themselves … in a group.
Aurora: And … what about human?
Rachel: Uh … human
Aurora: Uh, … I think human also protect themselves when they're … no?
Rachel: Yes, if you see accident or e uh e or a rob in the, in the eon the street and one people cannot fight with the
robber, but if a group of people can easily catch them and …

Aurora: Yah. So how can we say that if …
Rachel: Uh …

Aurora: Group work make e uh e make e uh e can make us more strong (chuckle).
Rachel: We can work more efficiency, right?
Aurora: More, make us more …

Rachel: Make the e we can do this job more efficiently.
In contrast, members in Carlos' group just took turns sharing their ideas, without offering any feedback, comments, or
evaluation. The ideas are simply acknowledged, as the following episode from the Overcoming obstacles prewriting task il-
lustrates, where students had been asked to provide their peers with feedback on which of the proposed people would be
most suitable to write about for the assignment. Rafael describes three people and their obstacles, but his peers (among them
Carlos) do not offer any comments on the most suitable choice; they simply acknowledge the information he shared with
them.

(4) Simple acknowledgment of ideas

Rafael: Ok. My first is Felipe. The ob e obstacle is … sexual e sexual orientation. He's gay. Uh … he overcame the e

this obstacle, does e doesn't worry about what people say about him. And the benefits, he have been himself. The
second is Jo~ao. The obstacle is racist. And to overcome this obstacle, he study and work had, and show to everyone
that skin color is not important. So he… he got a e a good job. And, and the third is Maria. And… the obstacle is to
get a job after 50s, and e and she didn't give up. And after she tried a lot, she got a good job.
Carlos: Ok
Afonso: Ok
In the rare case when Carlos turned to his group to request feedback during the Social living prewriting task, his request for
help was ignored. His group members simply continued with their discussion despite the fact that he made two attempts to
have his questions answered. It seems as if there were two parallel conversations taking place. Zia appears to have reacted to
Carlos' question, but the other twomembers simply continued with their discussion, possibly after having consulted the book
(brood is a word from that unit's reading text):

(5) Episode lacking peer support

Rafael: If there, there are more costs than benefits.
Andrei: ha about uh/—/
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Carlos: In human?
Rafael: Reproductive competition
Andrei: But what does that mean? It's one family relatives or …
Carlos: But, but in the text how toe to put like the cost, and the benefits and say oh there's more benefits than costs.
I have, have to say that in the text? … Or just …
Zia: Mm …

Carlos: I didn't understand … and like, uh …

Andrei: Brood not blood. Brood, here.
Rafael: It's competition, but uh I don't know the …

Andrei: Brood is means uh …

Rafael: Like a group?
Andrei: Yeah.
In the end, Carlos turned to the instructor for help to get an answer to his question.
During the individual prewriting tasks, both Rachel and Carlos took notes on their worksheets although Rachel to a greater

extent than Carlos. However, Carlos did not take any evaluative action or write down evaluative comments, and Rachel did so
only once. Both students had more than one idea to choose from after the brainstorming, which set up conditions for
evaluation and decision-making, but the students'worksheets did not provide any evidence of their decision-making process.
Although Carlos had expressed a preference for individual work, he did not appear to engage with the individual task in a
manner that differed from Rachel's approach. For the other 19 students in the class, there was no significant correlation
between their ratings about the usefulness of peer collaboration for evaluating which ideas to write about and either (a) the
occurrence of content-reflection episodes during their collaborative prewriting tasks or (b) their evaluative actions during
individual prewriting tasks.

The second research question asked whether student preference for collaborative or individual prewriting tasks impacted
the quality of their written texts. Table 3 presents an overview of the content scores by prewriting task type (collaborative or
individual) and topic. As predicted, the quality of Rachel's textswas higherwhen she engaged in collaborative prewriting tasks
(M ¼ 7.42) than when she carried out individual prewriting tasks (M ¼ 6.50). This was also true for the other 19 students,
although thedifference in content ratings for their textswritten following a collaborative versus individual prewriting taskwas
smaller (M¼8.22versusM¼7.99). Contrary toourprediction, Carlosdidnotobtainhighercontent ratings for the textshewrote
after individual prewriting tasks (M¼ 6.54) compared to following collaborative prewriting tasks (M¼ 8.08). Similar to Rachel
and the other students, Carlos had higher ratings for the collaborative tasks, and his mean score for texts written after the
individual planningwere lower than themean of other students. As for the other students, therewas no significant correlation
between their ratings of peer collaboration as being helpful for evaluatingwhich ideas towrite about and their content scores.

One possible explanation for why Carlos obtained higher scores on the collaborative tasks is that he benefited from the
process of verbalizing his writing plans despite his preference for individual work and his group's lack of reflection during the
collaborative discussions. During all three collaborative discussions, Carlos explained his ideas for the assigned writing topic
before writing his texts. In these texts, he included the ideas that he had explained to his peers and used the examples and
details he had mentioned. Although the content of his written texts was appropriate, it lacked some supporting details, and
his group did not challenge him to go into more detail or provide him with feedback that his ideas needed greater devel-
opment. For example, in his text on Topic 7 Family living, Carlos failed to support one of his main ideas, which was “The labor
market changed so fast that women started to work full time out of home in order to do domestic work and take care of her
children.” In his texts on Topic 5 Social living, he only included a short phrase of support within the following general
statement: “First, humans working together could both produce a greater variety of food and a larger amount of provisions,
for example in a big farm with a lot of people working is possible to cultivate a big variety and amount of food.”

Carlos might have benefitted more from the collaborative prewriting discussions if his group had functioned like Rachel's
group. The two excerpts that follow, from the prewriting discussions for Topic 1 Overcoming obstacles, illustrate differences in
how Carlos' and Rachel's groups interacted. The excerpts occurred when the students were providing each other with
feedback about which personwas their best choice to write about. In Carlos' group, the students only named the person who
they believed was most appropriate to write about by number (the first, the second, etc.). Carlos' attempt to propose another
good choice (“But the … the fourth one”) was not taken up by the group.
res by task type & topic.

n type Topic Carlos Rachel Other students
Mean (SD)

tive Overcoming obstacles 8.50 6.50 8.24 (.67)
Collective living 8.00 8.50 8.20 (.83)
Family living 7.75 7.25 7.64 (1.88)
All three 8.08 (.38) 7.42 (1.01) 8.22 (.49)

l Socialization 8.50 5.25 7.66 (2.00)
Education 4.25 7.50 7.56 (.67)
Vaccines 6.88 6.75 7.05 (1.81)
All three 6.54 (2.14) 6.50 (1.15) 7.99 (.45)
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(5) Episode with minimal feedback and ignored suggestion

Carlos: And my … first … the better for you … for my composition. What do you think?
Afonso: The second, the second maybe the … my one …

Rafael: The third?
Afonso: The third?
Rafael: Yes.
Carlos: But the … the fourth one.
Rafael: Mine?
Afonso: You, I think could the … first or second one.
Carlos: Yes.
In Rachel's group, on the other hand, the same discussion involved reasoned justification for the peers' preferred choice for
each writer. Episode (6) illustrates the group's feedback for Rachel:

(6) Episode with well-supported feedback

Aurora: For you, I think that e that …
Rachel: Your grandfather [referring to Rachel's grandfather]
Ali: Yeah. It's more strong.
Rachel: Yeah.
Ali: It's very, very strong. I know the e I know people in our history, and e uh e famous people that learn French in
three months. He was an author. Yeah, he travel to France and… and he learned it. He's so famous… uh… popular
… uh … at the 2 weeks, learn a foreign language in two weeks … miracle. (laughing) You have to … you have to …

Aurora: Yeah.
Ali: You have to write e read e write about it.
Just as her group recommended, Rachel wrote about her grandfather. Her composition was not highly rated because it
exhibited problems unrelated to the discussion with her group, namely that she focused on telling her grandfather's story
rather than using him as an example to illustrate the process of overcoming of an obstacle.

Despite their differing preferences for individual and collaborative work, both Rachel and Carlos provided valuable
feedback to their peers, albeit much more frequently for Rachel than Carlos (see frequency counts for reflective episodes in
Table 2). The example provided previously in (1) illustrated how Rachel contributed to her peers' ideas by proposing an
alternative. Similarly, Carlos corrected his peers' ideas about the cost and benefits of social living for humans during the
prewriting discussion for Topic 3 in Episode (7). The textbook reading passage discussed how hunting in groups was a key
benefit for social animals, and Andrei was ready to apply this idea to humanswithout anymodifications or restrictions. Carlos,
however, realized the inappropriateness of this idea for human society and suggested how this concept might be more
suitably applied to humans.

(7) Episode with proposition of alternatives

Andrei: So you decided that uh hunting is same with the human, right?
Zia: Yeah.
Carlos: That's not hunting.
Rafael: More people produce more food.
Carlos: More … ideal food.
Andrei: But the point of animal is to hunt with the, with the partner. They can hunt more effectively with the …

partner.
Carlos: The group not, not the partner. Just not the partner. If the group like animals with the group and in humans
you can produce more food, more variety food, it's benefit … I don't know.
Andrei: Ok
Carlos included the idea he contributed here to his group's discussion in his own text. Similarly, Andrei and Rafael also
referred to the idea. However, none of the students explained the idea in any more detail in their written texts than what is
mentioned here orally. Furthermore, Andrei's text was not well focused on the topic since he also discussed the disadvantages
of social living as much as he discussed the benefits, which was not appropriate for the writing assignment.

4. Discussion

The current study confirmed that collaborative prewriting tasks encouraged students to engage in reflection about their
own and their peers' ideas, but also confirmed that the relationship between students' reflection during prewriting tasks
and text quality may be tenuous (Higgins et al., 1992; Neumann & McDonough, 2014). Although L2 writing researchers
have suggested that students should be allowed to work individually or collaboratively based on their own preferences
(e.g., Storch, 2005, 2007; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2007; Watanabe & Swain, 2007), our findings indicated that texts pro-
duced following collaborative prewriting tasks were scored higher than texts produced following the individual tasks. This
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finding suggests that all students, independently of their self-reported preferences for collaborative or individual work, may
benefit from collaborating with their peers.

As expected, the data show that Rachel, the collaboratively-oriented learner, engaged more in reflection and evaluation
during the collaborative prewriting tasks than the individual tasks. Surprisingly, the inverse was not the case for Carlos, the
individually-oriented learner. We would have expected him to engage more with individual prewriting tasks than the other
students, but the data did not provide any evidence of greater engagement. There are a number of possible explanations for
this. The design of the individual task may have been insufficient to promote or document students' evaluative actions. The
overall low quantity of evaluation demonstrated by all students during the individual prewriting tasks provides some
support for this explanation. During the individual prewriting task, students tended to simply brainstorm ideas and write
them down without noting any evaluative actions on their handouts. However, it is also possible that the students did
engage in evaluation but simply chose not to write down their thoughts on the worksheets. In the absence of any evaluative
comments, it is impossible to know whether they engaged in reflection. Therefore, one advantage of collaborative pre-
writing tasks may be that they are more effective at ‘pushing’ students to articulate their evaluative comments. Because of
the obligation to express ideas and thoughts in the presence of other students, collaborative prewriting discussions may
have a positive impact on students' evaluation of content and ideas, independent of their preference for collaborative or
individual work.

As predicted, Rachel, the collaboratively-oriented learner, had higher text quality scores after collaborative prewriting than
after individual ones. However, the samewas true for Carlos, the individually-oriented learner, as well as the other students in
the class, although theirdifferenceswere smaller.Onepossible explanation for thisfindingmaybe that the topics chosen for the
collaborative prewriting tasks were easier to write about than the topics chosen for the individual prewriting tasks. However,
data from a previous study using these same writing topics exclusively with collaborative prewriting tasks (Neumann &
McDonough, 2014) did not give an indication that those topics were associated with higher content scores. An alternative
explanation is that collaborationmay be beneficial by encouraging students to verbalize their ideas, even if they do not engage
in overt reflection and evaluation. Carlos' group, for example, did not generatemany reflective content episodes. However, the
group members, including Carlos, appear to have benefited nonetheless from the exchange of information and ideas.

For this study, we decided to select two focal participants to examine the relationship between preferences for individual
or collaborative work during prewriting tasks and text quality in terms of content ratings. This allowed us to focus in detail on
two individuals with opposite preferences and divergent participation patterns in the collaborative and individual prewriting
tasks. However, it alsomeans thatmost of the data that we discuss in the article stems from two individuals, whichmay be too
narrow in focus for some researchers. It could also be argued that the findings from just two participants cannot be gener-
alized to a larger population without further empirical research. However, as Yin (2009) argues, this is true for all empirical
research and not just for descriptive case studies. Furthermore, as Storch (2002a, 2002b) has pointed out, group dynamics can
play an important role in how individual students interact during collaborative tasks. Although it was beyond the scope of the
current study, it would be interesting to explore in future studies how collaboratively- and individually-oriented students
interact when asked to work with peers who have either a similar or different orientation.

Our analysis of differences between the collaborative and individual prewriting tasks rests upon the quantity of reflection
and evaluation during these tasks. For the individual tasks, this was operationalized as a written comment or mark on the
participants'worksheet. A lack thereof was coded as the absence of evaluative comments. However, we cannot be certain that
the absence of a reflective comment can be equated with the absence of reflection; there is simply no record of an evaluative
action or comment for researchers to analyze. A differing methodology might have yielded richer insights into individual
student's thought processes. Through the use of think-aloud protocols, for example, we could have gained great insight into
the thought-processes of these students during the individual prewriting task. However, relying on such protocols would
have interferedwith the regular classroom environment because students would have had to conduct these tasks individually
in a laboratory setting. Secondly, the process of asking students to think-aloud may have also interfered with their natural
tendency to reflect and evaluate or not to do so.

Finally, the topics may have played a bigger role in text quality than individual student's preference for collaborative or
individual work or the format of the prewriting tasks. It is possible that some topics may have been easier to write about or to
discuss. As a result, students may have obtained higher scores regardless of what type of prewriting task they did, and some
topics may have generated more reflection than others. In order to ascertain whether there is a topic effect, the same study
would have to be conducted by reversing the topic and format combinations. In otherwords, topics 1, 3, and 5would have to be
precededby individual prewriting, andTopics 2, 4, and6precededbycollaborative prewriting tasks. Pooling the data across the
two studies would then shed light on how the topics may have influenced students' reflection and the quality of their texts.

5. Concluding remarks

The current study provides some evidence that despite their expressed preferences for collaborative or individual work,
students may benefit from collaboration during prewriting tasks in the L2 writing classroom. Combined with the research
findings that students generally have positive attitudes towards collaboration, our findings suggest that providing students
the option to choose between collaborative or individual work may not necessarily lead to more engagement during pre-
writing tasks or higher text quality. Future research with larger sample sizes and different populations in terms of age and
proficiency level should explore whether this finding also holds true for other contexts.
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Appendix A. Unit 5 “Living Together: Advantages or Disadvantages”: Prewriting Task [collaborative]

Writing Topic:

You will write a paragraph inwhich you discuss whether the costs of social living outweigh the benefits for human beings.
In your paragraph, you will …

… state your opinion.
… explain the reasons for your opinion.

Part 1: Generating & Evaluating Ideas

a) Review the costs and benefits discussed in the reading text in Unit 5 on pp. 139e140. Using the table below, decide which
costs and benefits also apply to humans and give appropriate examples.
Benefits Example: Animals Example: Humans Evaluation: Relevant to humans? good example?

COSTS Example: Animals Example: Humans Evaluation: Relevant to humans? Good example?
b) Review the list of costs and benefits for humans and decide whether you think the costs of social living outweigh the costs.
Tell your group your opinion and the reasons for your opinion.

c) As you listen tomembers of your group explaining their opinions and the reasons for their opinions, evaluatewhether they
have used good examples to support their reasons. Explain your reasons for your evaluation of their reasons. As you
receive feedback, record your team members' feedback in the table above.

Part 2: Selecting & Organizing Ideas

a) Based on your group's feedback, choose what information you will include in your paragraph. What information will you
mention in which order? Make an outline, and then share it with your group.
b) As you listen to your group's writing plans, give them feedback about whether their outline is well organized.

Unit 6 “Homing in on Education”: Prewriting Task [individual]

Writing Topic:

You will write a paragraph in which you explain whether homeschooling is a good option for educating children. In your
paragraph, you will …

… state your point of view;
… explain the reasons for your opinion.
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Part 1: Generating & Evaluating Ideas

d) Review the reading texts in Unit 6 on pp. 201e202 and pp. 203e207, and read the text “How to decidewhether or not to
homeschool” on the handout. Using the table below, make a list of the reasons why people believe it is a good option or
not a good option for educating children. Give a specific example for each reason you list. You can use information from
the texts (mention source) and your own ideas.
Reasons: Good option Specific example Review your ideas: Good reason & example?

Reasons: Not a good option Specific Example Review your Ideas: Good reason & example?
e) After you finished brainstorming ideas, evaluate your reasons and examples. Make notes of the strong and weak points of
each one in the “review your ideas” column above. Decide whether you think homeschooling is a good option for
educating children.

Part 2: Selecting & Organizing Ideas

c) Considering your decision and evaluation of your reasons and examples, what information will you include in your
paragraph, and in what order? Make an outline.
d) After you finished your writing plan, evaluate whether your outline is well-organized. Make notes of the strong and
weak points of your outline in the space below.

Appendix B. Paragraph Evaluation Grid
Content Organization Grammar and vocabulary Mechanics and form

10
9

Above standard C Topic sentence clear &
focused
C Strong, convincing support
C Specific secondary support
C Appropriate conclusion

O Logical organization
& effective sequencing
O Effective & varied use
of transitions

G Good variety of sentence types
G Nomajor problems with sentence
combination
G No errors in phrase structure/
parallelism
G Few errors (1e5) in grammatical
forms
V Good range and variety in
vocabulary
V Few errors (1e2) in word choice,
word form, or idiomatic phrasing
V Precise and effective word choice
and register

M A few minor errors in
spelling, punctuation, and/
or capitalization (1e2) but
meaning is clear
F Proper paragraph form
F Neat presentation



(continued )

Content Organization Grammar and vocabulary Mechanics and form

8
7

Standard C Topic sentence present;
controlling idea imprecise
C Mostly relevant and
appropriate support
C Occasional minor problems
with depth of development
and/or unity
C Conclusion present

O Mostly logical
organization& effective
sequencing
O Mostly effective &
varied use of transitions

G Adequate variety of sentence
types
G One or two sentence combination
problems
G Few errors in phrase structure/
parallelism
G Occasional errors (6e12) in
grammatical forms
V Adequate range and variety in
vocabulary
V Occasional errors (3e6) in word
form, word choice, or idiomatic
phrasing
V Meaning rarely unclear

M Several errors in spelling,
punctuation, and/or
capitalization (3e6) but
meaning is mostly clear
F No indentation
F Mostly neat presentation

6
5

Approaching
standard

C Controlling idea not
evident in topic sentence OR
topic sentence not present/
appropriate
C Some supporting points
vague, insufficient,
unconvincing, and/or off-
topic
C Problems with unity and/or
focus or development of
topic
C Conclusion not present/
appropriate

O Loosely organized
O Relationship between
ideas sometimes
unclear
O Several problems
with cohesion,
sequencing, and flow of
ideas

G Basic sentence variety
G Two or three sentence
combination problems
G Several errors in phrase structure/
parallelism
G Frequent errors in grammatical
forms
G Several missing constituents or
function words
V Adequate basic vocabulary but
lacks sophistication and range.
V Repetition of basic vocabulary
V Many errors (7þ) in word form,
word choice, or idiomatic phrasing
V Meaning is sometimes unclear

M Frequent errors in
spelling, punctuation, and/
or capitalization (7þ);
errors make meaning
unclear
F Problems with paragraph
form
F Messy presentation

4 Below standard C No clear central theme
C Poor development of topic
C Support is mostly vague,
insufficient, unconvincing,
and/or off-topic
Not enough to evaluate

O Ideas not organized
O Relationship between
ideas often unclear
O Difficult to follow

G Absence of complex sentences
G Several sentence combination
problems
G Problems with simple sentences
G Frequent errors in phrase
structure/parallelism
G Frequent errors in noun or verb
forms
G Many missing constituents or
function words
V Problems with basic vocabulary
V Frequent errors in word choice
and word form
V Very narrow range of vocabulary
V Meaning is often unclear

M Poor mastery of two or
more of the following:
spelling, punctuation, and/
or capitalization; errors
often make meaning
unclear
F Writing is illegible

C: ___/10 O: ___/10 GV: ___/10 FM: ___/5.
Legend: C ¼ Content; O ¼ Organization; G ¼ Grammar; V ¼ Vocabulary; F ¼ Form; and M ¼ Mechanics.
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